The “multidisciplinary” nature of BHO’s Scandal-Sheet has been amply demonstrated, but it appears BHO has unabashedly lied-at-his-press-conference, as it has been revealed that the NSA broke privacy rules 'thousands of times.' Now, even Google admitted that Gmail Users [including this physician] have No Legitimate Expectation of Privacy, and this may stimulate some to seek some semblance of security by subscribing to reagan.com, as promoted by Rush. This info has been released by snowden because he claims that, after-911, the-media-abdicated-its-role-as-a-check-to-power; yet, snowden-also claims the nsa-targeted-journalists-critical-of-government-after-911. [Snowden Touts Legal Advice From World's 'Finest Lawyers' and admits he downloaded secrets while working for DELL.] BHO can protest Putin to his heart’s desire [as futile an gesture as was Carter’s withdrawal from the 1980 Olympics due to the USSR’s Afghanistan invasion] but far more important, if you believe ASSANGE, SNOWDEN WAS NOT INTERROGATED IN RUSSIA.' Perhaps this is why many libertarian-Americans are non-plussed when they hear that the nsa-snooping-caused-collateral-damage.

Many were incredulous, however, when it was rumored that, After lying to Congress, DNI Clapper was to head an ‘independent’ NSA review group and was to deliver this surveillance-review-group’s report-to-BHO-by-mid-october; BHO has since denied that clapper-is-heading-any-intel-review-board. Is there any wonder why kerry-lamented that-the-internet-makes-it-much-harder-to-govern? Is there any wonder that the secret-laws-have not been enforced by the secret-courts due to evasive-leaders? Is there any wonder why more-fast-and-furious-guns-just-surfaced-at-crimes-in-mexico [while the federal courts continue to dawdle instead of providing documents related to AG-Holder’s admission that he had not divulged key-information to Congress last year].

Meanwhile, it is becoming clearer why Benghazi-Gate is viewed by many as the Mother of all Political Scandals, for it may ultimately be found to have mirrored the Iran-Contra affair [which broke late in RR’s Presidency, unlike what has transpired with BHO]. It may end-up being subtitled as “THE CASE OF THE MISSING BENGHAZI MISSILES,” because the latest Bombshell [per the Whistleblower’s Lawyer] is that 400 Surface To Air Missiles were Stolen, perhaps including 20,000-missiles-in-tripoli and 20,000 m-16’s [with intrigue extended to kuwait. Although obviously biased, the benghazi-attorney claimed-what-BHO-just-did-was absolutely-illegal and, thus, impeachable; a cogent effort by the blog of heritage.org serves to clarify the legalities of the potential for benghazi-related criminal-charges to be filed.

This may also explain why Rep. Adam Kinzinger claims that, two days after Benghazi, HRC screamed at him for claiming the raid was a manifestation of terrorism [even as he justifiably claims she knew it was]. Even as she is speaking regularly around the USA, Ties to scandals increasingly pose distractions for HRC; rand-paul-claims HRC wasn’t-
telling-the-truth-regarding_benghazi_and,_thus,_this_mendacity_should-preclude-her-from-higher-office [recalling her anti-BHO ads claiming she (but not he) would be better equipped to handle the proverbial “3 a.m. call” that a catastrophe had transpired. This would also explain why it was reportedly Valerie Jarrett who issued the Stand Down Order to personnel in the Situation Room and why, as a cover-up of a series of quite embarrassing events, cnn-reported a bombshell-claim that cia-personnel-in-benghazi-were silenced-with-threats-to-their-families-issued by the BHO-regime.

That BHO may have abdicated his fundamental responsibility to function as the Commander-in-Chief may have been presaged by a report [which was apparently scrubbed from the Internet...but not before it had been screen-shot] by BHO’s former bodyman-that-BHO-left-the-situation-room-to-play-15-games-of-cards-[Spades] during-the-day-of-the_bin-laden-raid because, per Reggie Love, BHO Didn't Want to 'Watch This Entire Thing.’ This, in-turn, may explain why other alleged-scandals have emerged [extortion-17-is-a-bigger-scandal-and-betrayal-than-benghazi, BHO Funded a New 'Top Secret' $60 Million Data Lab, and the Government Admitted 'Area 51' Exists].

Secrecy-related intrigue appears to be boundless, as E-mails Reportedly Show White House Cooperation on Stuxnet Leak Book [which had been suspected to have occurred, one of a series of actions that could only be construed as having damaged Israel’s ability to defend itself]; in fact, a proposed-new-federal-rule-could-put-big-brother-in-your-driver-seat [via a “little black-box”]. Accompanying THESE revelations are assertions that the secret-service-kept-tabs-on-reddit-co-founder-swartz-before-his-suicide and, in-fact, had prompted the doj-to-have-elevated-its-charges-against-swartz-somewhat because-internet-community-had_rallied-on-his-behalf. Emerging also are comparable claims regarding journalist-michael-hastings_for_he_was-investigating-cia-director-john-brennan-before-he-was-killed-in-fiery-car-crash; finally, noting that these concerns are shared across the political spectrum is the essay explaining how-to-get-fired-from-FNC-in-under-5-minutes-by-judge-napolitano (which also breaks-down-the-crony-state).
Such misconduct erodes the pillars of democracy & freedom, compounded when us-senator-feinstein-announced she is seeking-to-limit-further-the-freedom-of-press. It is amplified by recent accusations by the House Oversight Committee that Lois Lerner Employed a Private E-mail Account to Conduct Official IRS Business, thereby functioning as a “secret-agent-of-the-irs.” As it now appears that nearly-90-irs-employees-were-involved-in-this-scandal, long ago did the revealed-facts demonstrate that LOIS LERNER CONTRADICTED THE ’ROGUE AGENTS IN CINCINNATI’ EXCUSE FOR THE IRS SCANDAL; indeed, it seems that a smoking-gun video has emerged that demonstrates lois-lerner-admitted having been under tremendous pressure to use the IRS to stop GOP-favoring political groups from being able to function.

Anyone wishing to learn more of these secrecy-related issues is invited to attend the below-detailed meeting (recalling that this physician attended last month’s event, which included a presentation by Sen. Mike Folmer promoting SB 875 & 995):

**Citizens for Liberty Monthly Meeting**
Tuesday, August 20, 2013 @7PM
Jeffersonville Golf Club, 2400 W Main St, Norristown, PA 19403
Viewed in the aggregate, BHO’s ongoing effort to manipulate the news—lest his statism be used to forestall his efforts to “fundamentally change America”—is comparable to that which historically has occurred in America; in her new book, Journalist Diana West detailed the Cold War history that the U.S. government still doesn’t want to talk about. This effort is captured in “The Scene of the Crime: An Excerpt from ‘American Betrayal’ “ by Diana West, and it has been attacked [‘What Difference Does It Make?’ A Response to Diana West] and then defended [What I Did On My Summer Vacation]. An overview of the import of these observations constitutes a portrait-of-denial regarding how America was infested by communist-spies [an observation that, if permitted to spread, could up-end the meme that constitutes the near-universal condemnation of “McCarthyism”].

It is in this environment that astute observations by Penn & Teller on the 2nd Amendment emerge, for the leftist/liberal/D/statist portrayal of gun-rights requires swift and concerted condemnation; for example, apparently, a “run-and-hide” approach is BHO’s-clever-plan-to address a future school-shooting. As California-considers-ammo-registry-and-a-slate-of-new-anti-gun-laws, BHO-is poised, apparently, to-sign-the UN’s-gun-treaty-while-congress-on-vacation. What must be starkly recognized by the population-sample that doesn’t own a gun [such as this physician] is that confiscation of guns can be perceived as denying citizens the right to defend themselves from being dominated by perpetrators both human and governmental.

"Under no circumstance should the Second Amendment rights of law-abiding Americans be up for debate."

-Sen. Ted Cruz

LIKE if you agree:

Observing these events, it was claimed that BHO-is-a-snake-and-we-have-to-turn-on-him [by Oliver Stone], and others have claimed he is a lawless [Krauthammer] imperial-POTUS who has no problem...
acting-on-his-own because he 'fundamentally misunderstands constitutional separation of powers.' Indeed, it’s been whispered that any potus-possesses-the-legal-authority-to-become-a-lifetime-dictator and that this wannabe emperor-president plans-to-snub-congress—again—as he acts tyrannical.